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Background
In 1979 local children encountered an entity described as a mothman. The Mothman described by the
children back then was eight foot tall with red glowing eyes and a dark brown creature with pointed
ears at the top of its head and huge wings. Witness described a yellow glow at its feet and it appeared
to hover of fly steadily. The figure appeared to be a cross between a man, bird and a bear and took a
keen interest in the children chasing them all the way back to the Iron Gate where the children escaped
into Runley Road
Investigation
The team approached the woods via the disused subway that runs under the motorway. During which
the team observed old but very distinctive masonic signs throughout a tunnel that runs under the
motorway. Although the signs were in a much more vandalised condition than on the previous visit it
was still possible to make out the all seeing Eye and other symbols such as a sickle on the walls of the
passage. The team followed the same path as the children of the 1979 encounter in order to try and
recreate some of the same conditions as then.
Before entering the woods the team noted several landmarks on the outskirts, to use as bearings
throughout the investigation. In one particular area there was a particular cold area that seemed still
and nothing moved. The team noted that this area was also devoid of birds and other wildlife giving
the area a rather spooky feel. Dawn and Andy noticed a remarkable silence that continued as the team
walked deeper into the woods. There were no birds or wildlife to be heard at all. During the
investigation, Dawn could feel obvious cold and hot spots during the walk through, also it was pitch
black. The team sat for silent observation at certain areas. The team conducted vigils in the hope of
encountering something but only saw two torchlights passing through the woods from persons
unknown at different points.
When leaving the wood Dawn felt very disorientated, it did not feel relevant to arrive at that point of
exit after how far she had walked. Having walked around the entirety of the woods remembering that
the team were unsure of where they were going. Members were surprised when they emerged from the
woods at exactly the same spot they had entered. Dawn noted before leaving the site, the only wildlife
to be seen were bats and one bird of prey on the perimeter of the wood. Team members were even more
surprised to find that upon returning into the town centre that the town had been in a heavy downpour
of rain for two hours while they were bone dry thanks to the woods.
Analysis
The mothman seen in 1979 could be the same one seen in Cornwall a few days earlier therefore one
could assume that this creature was making its way across country at the time of the incident. On this
occasion whilst areas of the wood feel creepy and silent this cannot be justified as paranormal.
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